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November 2, 1995Mr. D. L. Farrar
i Manager, Nuclear Regulatory Services

Commonwealth Edison Company
Executive Towers West III
1400 OPUS Place, Suite 500
Downers Grove, IL 60515

SUBJECT: BRAIDWOOD NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1 AND 2 - REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION (TAC NOS. M85521 AND M85522)

Dear Mr. Farrar:

By letter dated February 15, 1995, Commonwealth Edison Company (Comed) i
submitted documents which were requested as a result of phone conversations )
between Comed and NRR staff, related to Generic Letter (GL) 92-08, "Thermo-Lag i
330-1 Fire Barriers" for Braidwood Station. Further, in your response related Ito GL 92-08 dated March 28, 1995, you indicated that your analytical approach I

has been shown conservative to actual ampacity derating test results and
ampacity testing is not planned for abandoned in-place Thermo-Lag fire
barriers. The Electrical Engineering Branch (EELB), in conjunction with our
contractor, Sandia National Laboratories, has completed our preliminary review
of your analytical approach as documented in the February 15, 1995, submittal
and has identified a number of open issues and concerns (enclosure) requiring
clarification by you.

We request that your response be provided within 60 days of this letter to
meet the staff's review schedule.

This requirement affects one respondent and, therefore, is not subject to the
Office of Management and Budget review under Public Law 96-511.

Sincerely,

Original signed by:

Ramin R. Assa, Project Manager
Project Directorate III-2
Division of Reactor Projects III/IV
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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;

Mr. D. L. Farrar
Manager, Nuclear Regulatory Services
Commonwealth Edison Company
Executive Towers West III
1400 OPUS Place, Suite 500
Downers Grove, IL 60515

SUBJECT: BRAIDWOOD NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1 AND 2 - REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION (TAC NOS. M85521 AND M85522)

Dear Mr. Farrar:

By letter dated February 15, 1995, Commonwealth Edison Company (Comed)
submitted documents which were requested as a result of phone conversations
between Comed and NRR staff, related to Generic letter (GL) 92-08, "Thermo-Lag
330-1 Fire Barriers" for Braidwood Station. Further, in your response related
to GL 92-08 dated March 28, 1995, you indicated that your analytical approach
has been shown conservative to actual ampacity derating test results and
ampacity testing is not planned for abandoned in-place Thermo-Lag fire
barriers. The Electrical Engineering Branch (EELB), in conjunction with our
contractor, Sandia National Laboratories, has completed our preliminary review
of your analytical approach as documented in the February 15, 1995, submittal
and has identified a number of open issues and concerns (enclosure) requiring
clarification by you.

We request that your response be provided within 60 days of this letter to
meet the staff's review schedule.

This requirement affects one respondent and, therefore, is not subject to the
Office of Management and Budget review under Public Law 96-511.

Sincerely,

Ramin R. Assa, Project Manager
Project Directorate III-2
Division of Reactor Projects III/IV
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Docket Nos. STN 50-456, STN 50-457

Enclosure: Request for Additional Information

cc w/ encl: See next page
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D. L. Farrar Braidwood Station
Commonwealth Edison Company Unit Nos. I and 2

cc:

; Mr. William P. Poirier Attorney General
Westinghouse Electric Corporation 500 South Second Street
Energy Systems Business Unit Springfield, Illinois 62701
Post Office Box 355, Bay 236 West
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 Michael Miller, Esquire

j Sidley and Austin
Joseph Gallo One First National Plaza,

Gallo & Ross Chicago, Illinois 60603 |

1250 Eye St., N.W., Suite 302'

Washington, DC 20005 George L. Edgar
Morgan, Lewis and Bochius

Regional Administrator 1800 M Street, N.W.
U.S. NRC, Region III Washington, DC 20036 |

j 801 Warrenville Road I

Lisle, Illinois 60532-4351 Illinois Department of l
Nuclear Safety |

;

! Ms. Bridget Little Rorem Office of Nuclear Facility Safety |
1 Appleseed Coordinator 1035 Outer Park Drive

117 North Linden Street Springfield, Illinois 62704
Essex, Illinois 60935

Commonwealth Edison Company |-

Howard A. Learner Braidwood Station Manager
Environmental Law and Policy Rt. 1, Box 84

Center of the Midwest Braceville, Illinois 60407
203 North LaSalle Street
Suite 1390 EIS Review Coordinator
Chicago, Illinois 60601 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

77 W. Jackson Blvd.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chicago, Illinois 60604-3590
Braidwood Resident Inspectors Office
Rural Route #1, Box 79
Braceville, Illinois 60407

Mr. Ron Stephens
Illinois Emergency Services

and Disaster Agency
110 East Adams Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706

Chairman
Will County Board of Supervisors
Will County Board Courthouse
Joliet, Illinois 60434

Ms. Lorraine Creek
Rt. 1, Box 182
Manteno, Illinois 60950

i
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FOLLOWUP RE0 VEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING |
GENERIC LETTER 92-08

" THERM 0-LAG 330-1 FIRE BARRIERS"
BRAIDWOOD STATION. UNITS 1 AND 2

DOCKET NOS. STN 50-456 AND STN 50-457

CABLE TRAY ANALYSIS

1. The licensee's analysis, as documented in Attachment 2 of the
February 15, 1995 submittal (Comed Calculation G-63, Revision 3
"Darmatt Firewrap Material Cable Ampacity Derating Factor Calculation")
begins with an assumption that the open top industry ampacity tables
provide an accurate representation of the ampacity values which will
result in a 90*C cable conductor hot spot temperature in an open top
tray. It is generally recognized that for most, although not all cases,

j the subject tables provide a modest margin on operating ampacity.

i Given this margin, the licensee's methodology effectively assumes a
lower bound value for the baseline heat load and, hence, would be
expected to determine by calculation, an upper bound value for the-

internal cable-to-cable tray thermal resistance factor. This result
arises because the external resistance factors are fixed in accordance
with the correlations used and the driving temperature drop is fixed by
the assumed values of cable and ambient temperature. Once the value of
ampacity, i.e., heat load, is fixed then the internal resistance can bei

| determined for the particular configuration. Hence, using a lower bound
'

ampacity value with a downward bias would have a nonconservative effect
because the higher the internal resistance estimate would lower the
baseline ampacity value thereby lowering the overall ampacity derating

|factor for the fire barrier system. 4

For the subject licensee analysis, the effect of this approach would be !minimal given the nature of the tray type specified; i.e., the solid Ibottom cable tray. In fact, the industry ampacity tables provide an
accurate estimate of the open top ampacities for a solid bottom tray due
to the nature of Stolpe's original experiments.

Given that the referenced 1982 ampacity experiments were performed using
solid bottom cable trays and those experimental results are bases for
determining the internal resistance between the cables and the surface
of a covered cable tray, the subject analysis must be considered to be

ilimited to that application. In fact, the 1982 American Power
|Conference paper, " Tests at Braidwood Station on the Effects of Fire

Stops on the Ampacity Rating of Power Cables," makes note of the fact
that the industry ampacity tables were found to be nonconservative for
some of the tested configurations.

ENCLOSURE

I
|

. ..
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Based on the above discussion, the licensee is requested to confirm that
all of the cable trays under consideration for Braidwood Station are
solid bottom trays of the type used in the original tests performed for
Braidwood Station as reported in the aforementioned 1982 paper. If
other types of cable trays are applicable for Braidwood Station, then a
specific and detailed justification for the applicability of the
licensee's methodology should be submitted by the licensee.

2. In Attachment 1 of the February 15, 1995 submittal (Comed White Paper,
"Ampacity Derating Factors for Thermo-Lag 330-1 TSI Fire Barriers,"
February 3,1995) the licensee compares its analysis methodology to the
results of a Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)/NRC ampacity derating
test for the fire barrier material Thenno-Lag. The stated purpose of
the White Paper is to demonstrate that the Comed ampacity analysis
methodology " yields credible and conservative results." The staff made
the following observations regarding arguments presented in the
licensee's White Paner:

- In a very fundamental sense, the SNL/NRC test is a poor basis for
comparison. This test was performed to replicate a manufacturer's
test which is considered to have fundamental and inherent
weaknesses. Hence, these weaknesses were retained in the SNL tests.

- The SNL/NRC test methodology is consistent with either IEEE P848 or
with the industry accepted methodology of Stolpe. In particular,
SNL treated the cable tray as a diverse load tray and made no
attempts to maintain uniform current density for the three cable

,

sizes. Both IEEE P848 and Stolpe's methodology maintain a uniform |current density. The assumption of uniform power density in the
licensee's analysis does not reflect the actual test conditions.

|

- The staff disagrees with the White Paper statements which imply that '

experimentally determined ampacity limits in a clad or fire barrier
enclosed cable tray test can be compared to the Stolpe open air
ampacity table values as an appropriate basis for the calculation of
an ampacity derating factor. This position has been supported by
recent changes in the draft IEEE P848 which prohibited the use of
industry ampacity table values. One appropriate basis for the
determination of ampacity derating factors is to derive a ratio of
the baseline ampacity test value to the clad ampacity test value.

- No details have been provided on how the fire barrier system was
modeled thermally in the licensee's analysis. Hence, neither SNL
nor the staff was able to determine if all aspects of the fire
barrier system actually installed were considered in the licensee's
analysis (e.g., the SNL system was a double-layer system comprised
of two layers of 5/8" - 3/4" thick Thermo-Lag with an air gap
between layers so, for example, the assumption of a single layer
1" barrier would be inappropriate).
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- While the SNL/NRC test involved a ladder back cable tray, the
licensee's analysis methodology is based on test results for a solid
bottom cable tray. It would be expected that the experimentally
determined open air ampacity limits for a ladder back cable tray
would be somewhat higher than those which would be found for a solid

ibottom tray or in the industry ampacity tables. This difference is i

expected because of the additional impediment to heat transfer from !

the lower surface of the cable mass due to the bottom of a solid |

tray. One of the reasons that the industry ampacity tables are
often cited as conservative because Stolpe's results were based on
the testing of a vented solid bottom tray with a plastic sheet
covering the bottom of the tray. Therefore, when ladder back trays
are tested, higher open air ampacities would be the expected result.

- Given the fundamental differences between the SNL/NRC and Braidwood
cable trays one can not assume that the impact of boxing a ladder
back cable tray would be the same as the impact of placing a solid
cover on a solid bottom trough style tray. Specifically, the
thermal conditions prevailing at the bottom of the cable mass would
be very different due to the differences in the extent of contact

,

between the cable and the bottom cover. For a trough style tray '

nearly continuous contact would exist between the lower layer of
cables and the bottom of the tray while for a ladder back tray
virtually no contact would exist. The licensee's analysis also
credits the side rails as effective heat transfer surfaces. Here
again, a solid bottom trough style tray and a ladder back tray are
significantly different. In particular, the ladder back tray would
form a very thick air gap (of 1" or more) between the metal side
rail and the inner surface of the barrier due to the fact that the
side rail is "C"-shaped with the flanges facing outward. A solid
bottom trough style tray would have no such protruding flanges.

Although the licensee's methodology contains many conservative
features, the staff questions whether the licensee's White Paper
provides an adequate basis for validation of the cable tray analysis
method. Although the staff would not require a validation of the
cable tray analysis assuming that the 1982 experiments performed for
Braidwood Station bound Thermo-Lag cable tray types, it is
recommended that these calculations be revisited with valid industry
test data. There are clearly more appropriate tests for which a
more representative comparison and validation can be made
(e.g., Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Unit 2, ampacity
derating tests). It would clearly be desirable to see the
licensee's analysis methodology validated against experimental data.

CONDUIT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

3. SNL noted an apparent error was made in the treatment of the air gap
between the conduit and the fire barrier system. The licensee's
analysis utilizes a " trick" which is commonly applied to steady state
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rectangular geometry problems. This " trick" involves a mathematical
manipulation where the air gap is converted to an equivalent thickness
of Darmatt based on the ratio of their thermal conductivities:

"'"
X' air = Xair

air '

were X',,,,
is the modified air gap thickness, X,k,he indicated material.is the actual gap

thickness, and k is the thermal conductivity of
The air gap is then treated as additional thickness of Darmatt rather
than as a separate material.

Unfortunately, this approach can not be applied directly to annular
regions. The overall thermal resistance of an annular region is given
by a logarithmic relationship described below:

Re= 1 in '$
2xk ,d t

where (d,) and (d ) are the outer and inner diameters of the annulus,i
respectively, and it is implied that thermal resistance is on a per unit
length basis. Hence, the conversion of an annular gap of air into an j
annular gap of Darmatt must be consistent with the above logarithmic
form. The actual thermal resistance of the air gap and the Darmatt is
the simple su.? of the individual resistance values for each:

barrier - R,i, + Roarmu

Using the actual dimensions a1d properties of each medium, the following
expression is obtained:

1 1 d I d" * ""' "airgep
Rm= __ I n + In '

I d N dair cond Darnett airgap '

SNL recalculated the values for the I hour and 3 hour barrier systems
for a 3/4" conduit using the licensee provided data in the equation
above. The calculations were also repeated using the licensee's
approach for converting the thermal resistance of the air gap to Darmatt
equivalent value to derive total resistance for a single annular ring.
The results compare as follows:

_
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Comparison of External Thermal Resistance Values of a 3/4" Conduit

Total External Resistance (hr-ft *F/BTV)
* * "9

Corrected Method Licensee's Method

1 hour 3.91 3.30

3 hours 5.54 4.81

The licensee is requested to address the above apparent discrepancy and
to revise its analysis accordingly.

4. In calculating the thermal resistance between the cables and the
conduit, a two part calculation has been performed. In the first part,
an assessment is made of the thermal resistance for the cable insulation
and jacket material using annular relationships similar to those
discussed in Item 3. In the second part, the Sargent and Lundy (S&L)
Standard ESA-105 is used, apparently, to estimate the thermal resistance
between the surface of the cable and the conduit.

Given the information provided, the nature of the cable insulation and
jacket resistance calculations are not clear. Specifically, the
calculations presented as the top six lines of page 130 of Calculation
G-63 require clarification. Although the calculations attempt to
account for the cable insulation and jacket regions as annular regions,
why are the multipliers of 2 and 3 applied to various parts of the
resistance? How does the licensee justify simply adding the various
components without consideration of parallel path heat transfer and the
fact that heat is not flowing from the center of each conductor radially
through each individual conductor, but rather non-uniformly through the
multi-conductor cable as a whole?

For this geometry, a cable resting on the bottom inside of a conduit,
treatment of the problem as one of purely annular regions, which
apparently are cascaded one upon another, is not correct and appears to
ignore the inherent 2-dimensionality of the problem.

Based on the above discussion, the licensee is requested to submit a
copy of S&L Standard ESA-105. Further, the licensee should explain in
greater detail, the full nature of the cable-to-conduit thermal
resistance calculation process. This description should include a
detailed explanation of both the basis and intent of calculations (e.g.,
the first six lines on page 130 of the Comed Calculation G-63) and an
explanation and justification for merging the two separate calculations
into a single expression.

5. Another concern is the value assumed for the emissivity of the outer
surface of the conduit. In both the cable tray and conduit analyses, a
lower bound value of 0.23 is used. In the case of the cable tray
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analysis this was concluded to be a conservative approach. However, in
the case of the conduit analysis, this approach is actually
nonconservative.

In the case of the conduit analyses, both the internal and external
thermal resistance values are assumed to be known based on various
thermal correlations. In calculating these "known" values, the very low
value of emissivity assumed in the baseline case contributes to a
relatively high external thermal resistance, and hence, to a relatively

ihigh overall thermal resistance. The total thermal resistance is then |
used to calculate the allowable heat load for the conduit. The higher
the total thermal resistance leads to a lower allowable heat load for

,

the baseline case. Therefore, minimizing the emissivity value in the !
baseline case effectively minimizes the baseline heat load and, hence,
the baseline currents. Therefore, an emissivity value biased low is
nonconservative for conduit ampacity derating estimates. For
conservatism, the conduit baseline case analyses should consider the
maximum possible conduit surface emissivity rather than the minimum
value.

Based on the above discussion, the licensee is requested to assess the
impact on the calculated ampacity derating factors by using an upper
bound emissivity value (i.e., 0.8 - 0.9) in its baseline conduit
calculations. '

6. The licensee did not provide any experimental validation of the
analytical methodology for conduits based on actual test data. The
licensee is requested to evaluate the validity of their analytical
methodology using available industry test data.


